18 October 2012

• Journal
• Read the forward to *Radical Simplicity*
  • Summarize, etc. each paragraph
• Turn in late Devil & Tom Walker paragraphs! (tomorrow is the last day they will be accepted. Only 39 TOTAL have been turned in 😞)
• Turn in Tuesday’s questions if you haven’t yet.
18 October 2012
Journal: “Living Simply”

• In complete sentences, explain 3 ways you can make your life more simple (yet still enjoy it!)
Radical Simplicity: Forward

• You should be writing on the text! Mark it up! Make notes!
• Unfamiliar words: as you read, identify words that you are unfamiliar with OR words you don’t think you could give a definition for (articles a an the and prepositions of for by from not included!). Look those words up and define them!
• Paragraph questions
  • Summarize
  • Find information (give text evidence in the form of brief quotes)
  • Answer questions
  • Identify transcendental characteristics, find text evidence, explain.
• On the next 2 slides are images from the book Material World mentioned in the first paragraph. The first picture is the picture described in paragraph 1. The second picture is NOT the picture described in paragraph 2, but it gives you an idea of the contrast between “material worlds.”
18 October 2012. (2nd period only)

- “Here I Stand”
- Answer questions (last page) (due tomorrow if you don’t finish today)
  - “time, texts, and tests” – texts does NOT mean text messages; it’s stuff you read (like this speech!)
- Identify transcendental characteristics in speech (highlight examples; make a note in the margin as to which characteristic it expresses)